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Latest News Randy Bachman to
be inducted into Canadian
Music Hall of Fame Randy

Bachman is to be inducted into
the Canadian Music Hall of

Fame in Toronto. The Geddy
Lee-produced singer-songwriter

will be among the newest
inductees when the Music Hall

of Fame This web site would like
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to use cookies to store
information on your computer.

Some of our advertising
partners may use cookies and
web beacons on our site. You

can choose to accept or decline
cookies and customize your

experience. Here are the steps
to set your preferences: If

you're visiting our website from
a Canada domain or country

that uses the. Internet. Our site
supports Cookies and related
technologies. If you choose to

decline cookies, you may
experience reduced

functionality of this website. At
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our Click to view website a
"cookie" is stored on your

computer. These cookies are
deleted when you close your

browser but are still stored on
your computer in the same way
as any normal browser cookie.

These are to make sure the
website works efficiently, and to

provide you with information
relating to the website and how

to improve your experience.
The following cookies may be

stored on your computer -
session/user/hit-counter cookie -

friendly-url-tracking cookie If
you have a preference
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regarding cookies we use, we
do this from our European

based site. You can change your
settings there at any time.

Privacy Policy This website uses
Google Analytics to collect and

analyse information about
visitor behaviour and keep track

of referrals to the site. The
information collected cannot be
used to identify an individual. It

is only used to help us to
understand how people interact
with this site. Other services we
provide As used in clause 15.5

of the Data Protection Act 1998,
this web site is a "data
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controller". We may use
information about you for

marketing purposes and we
may also collect other

information about you as well
as your employer.2015 Annual

Meeting of the Society for
Protection of Nature in
Transition Sustainable

Development Goals In 2015 we
celebrate, with awareness, the
first anniversary of the 2030

Agenda for Sustainable
Development adopted at the
United Nations in New York.

How will we incorporate
6d1f23a050
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